
“The training that is offered has made me more 
proficient and confident in the way I approach 
my duties.”

-Fatmir Lihari, Hines Management

“The education I received from BOMI 
International taught me a great deal about 
building automation, energy management, and 
how systems operate. As a result, my career has 
improved, and I have helped my company save 
money.” 

-Boris Halstead

“Utilizing BOMI education helped me reach 
my goal of becoming a chief engineer. I have 
found these courses to be so useful that I 
recommended my engineers begin the SMT® 
courses and have noticed great improvements.”

-Joe Guillen

“Being more knowledgeable about the 
total operation of both property and facility 
management has enabled me to be more of an 
asset to my employer by making better financial 
recommendations to the building owner.”

-Sandy Veal, RPA®, FMA®

“The BOMI International designations are 
not only a symbol of your dedication to the 
profession, but are viewed as a symbol of 
someone having a higher, more knowledgeable 
level of expertise in the property/facility 
management profession.”

-Deborah L. Hejko, RPA®, FMA®

“The content is top-notch and the course 
examinations–while quite rigorous–ensure the 
FMA® Designation is well-respected and valued.”

-David Twitchell 

“The FMA® Designation program taught me 
the core principles of building management 
and has broadened my functional capabilities. 
As a result, I have been able to confidently 
assert myself in more of a leadership role.”

-Samuel F. McFadden, FMA®

“The education I received from BOMI 
International encompassed key concepts in 
commercial real estate and has allowed me to 
speak and advise intelligently on related topics. 
As a result, my career has advanced as a true 
real estate professional.”

-Garrett Chang, RPA®

“The knowledge I have gained as a result of my 
BOMI International education has propelled me 
to advance my career path to all new levels. The 
lessons have helped me understand my career 
better, as well as be more productive.”

-Daniel J. Gallagher, RPA®

“The SMA® program made me look at my daily 
job in a more complete way, instead of just 
looking at the immediate issues I now look over 
the entire system to evaluate it as a whole.”

-Brett Baldwin, Baldwin Heating & Cooling

What do our learners say about BOMI? 


